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 his photo may not be considered the best shot of the year by some
 but it’s definitely my pick. for me, it’s all about the hunter, not the deer. 
all too often, we deer hunters can be a little snobbish over what “they” 
would shoot. 

pictured here is my friend and wounded warrior Doug betz. he is a father 
of two, hunts for healing activist and employee, taxidermist, and a darn 
good hunter. Doug is holding up three fingers, letting me know he tagged 
out by harvesting this buck and two doe out of the buck forage oats food 
plot he planted. i absolutely commend Doug on how he manages to make 
quality time with his family and be a successful hunter while battling back 
from surgeries and overcoming health issues. 

Doug is also a hunts for healing mentor and encourages anyone who 
would like more information on veteran hunting opportunities to call the 
hunts for healing headquarters at 570-869-1233.

Wounded Warriors 
Laurie goodridge 
and ed afanador 
celebrating ed’s big 
doe.

Mentor russ Wagner and 
Laurie share the moment 

of her first deer. good shot, 
Laurie! (i’m not surprised –  
i saw her target practicing.)

Continued on page 2

 y first experience with hunts for
 healing was in august of 2013; 
my family and i were invited to come 
down to the “family camp” they have 
every year. i was very nervous at first 
meeting people i didn’t know, going 
somewhere i had no idea what was 
ahead of me, being in a large group of 
people, and also what seemed to be a 
road to nowhere. as we drove closer to 
our destination, i had gotten very anx-
ious and nervous and i wanted to turn 
around and not attend this event. i took 
a few deep breaths and said, “No! you 
are not going to turn around, because 
this may benefit you and your family in 
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the Hunts for Healing gang with Laurie.

the end,” but as i said, i had no idea what i was getting into. 
so we get there and i walk in not knowing what to do or who i 
am supposed to talk to, shaking, nerves are racing! and then 
comes mindy – she took my family, husband and two kids 
under her wing like she had known us for years and had only 
known us for minutes at that time. my nervousness subsided; 
we met a lot of the other mentors who volunteer for hunts 
for healing. after that all of those feelings i was having were 
gone. 

These mentors and volunteers are the most awesome peo-
ple i have ever met… they are there for you, they want you to 
have a great time and that we did! my kids had a blast with so 
much there for them to do: swim, crafts, bouncy house, out-
door games, and all the while these volunteers just want you 
to have a relaxing time. in the five days we were there, i saw 
the most compassionate people i have ever met. They took 
my kids and did various things with them while the husband 
and i tried to relax and be ourselves for a while. There were 
days the men did wood carving, the women did a painting 
craft. we made a family flag. yes, we did have time to do this 
together as a family but the experience that i had was phe-
nomenal and so glad to this day that i have met that wonder-
ful group of people!!!

in october i was asked to come back for their muzzle loader 
event – my answer was a resounding yes, i will be there! i left 
the kids and husband home this time, i can’t even express or 
say how good i feel about the people that mentor and volun-
teer. i showed up the first day to hunt (never hunted in my life 
before). i didn’t have cold weather things to go out into the 
field to hunt with, but the mentors i had had everything for me 
to borrow and use if i didn’t have it. These mentors care about 
what you want and how you feel; it seems to me it’s all about 
the vet at any of the hunts for healing events. No one is ever 
left behind or left out because they may have extremely differ-
ent medical issues compared to the other vets there with you. 
so went out hunting the first evening and shot a deer for the 
first time ever. it was such an awesome adrenaline rush and 
that’s what i love!! but it was raining and we couldn’t track the 
deer, so never found that one. went out the second day with 

Kenny bach (awesome mentor and all around guy!!) shot my 
first doe ever – she was running right at me. awesome! Defi-
nitely put a huge smile on my face. The third day they took me 
out bird hunting with their trained dog that finds the pheasant 
for you – the way those dogs work is so amazing! well… got 
me a pheasant; great experience! The last night there they 
had these coon hunting guys come up, so we went out coon 
hunting. first coon i couldn’t even see it in the tree so i had 
someone else shoot it. let me tell you, when that thing hit the 
ground i thought he had shot a baby bear out of the tree, this 
coon was so big! but their dogs are also amazing treers. it is 
so great to see how a dog can actually work to your benefit! 
The dogs had treed the second coon, and i could see its 
eyes plain as day. got the eyes in the sights and shot, and 
here comes my first ever raccoon down the tree! Then we 
called it a night around 11pm; the caring and love vibe that 
you get from these amazing people is all well worth the visit! 
like i have said many other times, the feeling that i get from 
the mentors, and being able to just sit and chat for hours, is 
absolutely the best therapy i have ever had. This is a type of 
therapy no Va could ever give me! i want to thank all mentors 
and volunteers for the hard work they put into making hunts 
for healing a remarkable place to visit. most of all i want to 
thank mindy and John piccotti for the awesome job they do 
with not just me as a veteran but to all veterans that cross 
their paths!!!                                    By Laurie Goodridge

Hunts for Healing

Pray for Our Veterans and Country Every Day!
We thank Ayres-Stone VFW Post 
5642 Montrose, PA, along with Buck 
Forage Products and Pump’n’Pantry, 
for making our veterans’ voices a 
little louder by making copies of this 
magazine available to our veterans 
at home and abroad!
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Fall 2013 Trail Camera Study
This fall the students planted brassica and buck forage oats. The forage oats 
have been a long-standing “winner” of the trail camera study the past couple 
of years, so the students have set 
out to find a seed that will compete 
with one of the apparent favorites 
of the whitetails. Two trail cameras 
were placed, one in each section 
of the food plot, to test which seed 
was most visited by the deer on 
campus. with any study there are 
many variables, and some of the 
variables in this research to keep 
in mind are that school starts in 
the first week of september and 
this year’s food plot was not seed-
ed until september 18. This may have an impact on the maturity that the plants 
were able to reach before the deer began to feed on them. also the oats were 
planted nearest to the adjacent woodlot which could result in getting pictures 
of deer walking past the camera in the forage oats on their way to the brassica 
patch, as well as everyday problems encountered such as battery life, weather 
and a very healthy black bear population!

shown below is the result of our study that students graphed on paper with their 
boces math instructor and was put into digital format thanks to the boces 
Visual communications students. one of the interesting findings this year was 
the obvious trend in buck and doe movement. especially through the month 
of November, as the doe movement spiked, so did the buck and the activity 
of both peaked in the 
very same week, then  
fell off dramatically af-
ter the opener of New 
york’s November 16th 
gun season. students 
predicted (based on 
this graph) that the 
2013 rut peaked the 
week of November 5th 
and stayed consistent 
through the 18th. as 
far as the seed com-
parison, there was no 
comparison according 
to the trail cameras. 
The oats were an over-
whelming favorite once 
again. in fairness to the 
brassica, it did over-
take the oats in popu-
larity early in Decem-
ber.  This may have 
been because the 
oats were completely 
eaten by the deer or 
simply because as the 
weather turned, so did 
the whitetails’ habits.

 cmo boces robert w. harrold
 campus is located on route 206 be-
tween the towns of masonville and Trout 
creek, Ny, bordering the catskill area of 
the state. This boces is comprised of 
nine different school districts in the area. 
students from these school districts may 
attend boces to learn through career & 
Technical education (cTe), from heavy 
equipment operation to cosmetology. The 
average student can spend his or her ju-
nior and senior years of high school at-
tending one of these programs for half of 
their school day.

one of the popular cTe programs offered 
by boces is conservation and heavy 
equipment Technology. here students 
gain valuable knowledge in three main 
areas: mechanics, including small engine 
and heavy equipment; heavy equipment 
operations; and forestry/wildlife manage-
ment. conservation students will also be 
involved in “operating” businesses each 
year such as shop repair, maple syrup 
operations, firewood sales and christmas 
wreath sales.

wildlife management is a unit that is cov-
ered in the early fall through the end of No-
vember of the students’ senior year. stu-
dents will learn an array of topics in this 
unit such as tree and plant identification, 
wildlife identification, chainsaw operation, 
agricultural equipment operations, building 
food plots and improving wildlife habitat.  

The student favorite each year is food plot 
construction, followed by a two-month-
long trail cam study. students begin each 
year by disking, dragging and preparing a 
1.5-acre piece of land that was originally 
an abandoned hay field, grown up with 
goldenrod and multi-floral rose bushes. 
students gain valuable math and science 
skills during this time completing lessons 
with program integrated math and science 
instructors concerning acreage calcula-
tion, seed, lime and fertilizer rates, soil 
tests, soil ph and a lesson on soil horizons. 
once a seed bed has been prepared, stu-
dents apply the correct amount of lime, 
fertilizer and seed to the area and finish 
the food plot. The food plot is split evenly 
into two ¾-acre sections and two types of 
wildlife seed is planted. This gives students 
the opportunity to study which type of food 
whitetail deer prefer over others during the 
months of october, November, and early 
December using trail cameras.
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Fred and Ilse’s “Green Mile” Article by Fred Ehmann

T W his is the ehmann gas line that was
 planted with buck forage oats, clo-
ver, and chicory along with other seed 
that was state required. we had taken 
aerial photos of the area for earlier ar-
ticles when construction of these lines 
was in the early stages, but this is the 
finished product. 

fred and ilse have been more than 
pleased with the results of their seed-
ing program. They have never observed 
more deer and turkey on their property 
and fred was amazed to see how they 
selectively browsed the green blades 
of oats out of their green mile. his only 
complaint is that the deer are messing 
up the cross country skiing by digging 
through the snow for the buck forage 
oats (he was kind of kidding!).

 e have these friends who are people of strong faith that come from very
 modest means. years ago, to feed a family of sixteen (6 boys, 8 girls) deer 
hunting season required many tags and a successful harvest. at an early age, 
boys and girls learned gun safety, marksmanship, and maintenance. hunting skills 
with dad’s guidance became ingrained. Today, this family is spread from alaska 
(serving with the coast guard ) to uganda (serving as missionaries). The faith and 
foundational hunting skills set into this family express the american spirit.

each year they hunt on our land. we expected the father (with two sons still in high 
school) on the opening of doe season, but Zach, an engineer at penn state, also 
found time to come from suburban philadelphia. at dawn, the weather was perfect, 
crisp, and cold with 2” of fresh snow.

it allowed them to play our pipeline right of way like a stradivarius violin. along 
the nearly 3/4th mile (100 ft. wide) line, a mix of buck forage oats matured by the 
warm fall weather now supports a strong deer population (turkeys, too). Zach and 
his brother levi (who is his senior class president) hunted from one end with Dad 
and youngest son the other. 

The harvest? by late morning, three doe were selected from the substantial herd. 
Turkey flocks found by both teams almost disturbed the hunt. our joy finds expres-
sion in this family and what they do here!

Aluminum & 
FiberglAss 
boAts

truck cAps & 
Accessories

snow plows 
& spreAders

All types 
engines 
repAired

Allen coy

rr3 box 142, montrose, pA 18801
570-967-2109 • 1-800-453-3820

emAil: scmarine@epix.net

Run by our shooting 
family for your 
shooting family

www.rockmountainclays.com
Mike & Susan “Sam” Koneski
674 Mitchell Road 570-965-ROCK (7625)
Meshoppen, PA 18630 Fax: 570-965-3062
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Solitary Confinement Buck by Jim Holbert

 s i sat in the ground blind early afternoon on November 10, two words came to my mind – solitary confinement!

 i was hunting this archery season with outfitter and friend wendel crosby, owner of bedrock big bucks in 
south central ohio, and it was the peak of the whitetail rut. There is never a sure thing in harvesting a great buck, 
but my three hunting companions Dave, Dan, scott and i were more than a little optimistic. we had seen trail cam-
era pictures of deer on wendel’s property and we 
were less than a mile from his lodge when we saw 
a huge beer-bellied twelve point standing at the 
edge of a cut cornfield.

with hunting as it is, weather conditions often-
times save a lot of deer from being killed. for two 
days, extremely high and swirling winds hindered 
us, and the deer were in lockdown mode. we 
sighted a few small buck, but local hunters and 
other camps also confirmed the lack of movement.

The next-to-last day of our hunt, wendel sug-
gested that i try one of his ground blinds. he had 
a good feeling about this stand and knew that a 
shooter was eventually going to cruise through the 
site. he dropped me off around 2:30p.m. and told 
me not to touch any of the window openings on 
the blind. They were all pre-set and deer would no-
tice any change to them.

This is where the notion of solitary confinement comes into play! There are two window openings in this blind. The 
one facing front gives a narrow view of the horizon; about the size of a mail slot on someone’s front door. The other 
window to the left of the mail slot is a small triangle the size of a folded american flag. This was definitely not a pan-
oramic view of ohio’s deer domain. i left this stand without seeing anything alive that day. it was well after dark and i 
didn’t bust any deer upon leaving.

Now there is one day left to hunt and we had to form our battle plan for the morning. i again asked wendel what he 
suggested and he said what i thought he would, “back to solitary confinement!” This time i would be in the blind at 
5:30a.m. and i would conduct a mock rattle battle. wendel’s instruction for rattling in a buck is to imitate the sound 
of two big buck having a knock down, territorial brawl. i was fixed up with a set of extremely large antlers and these 
instructions: quietly exit the ground blind around 8:30, start knocking the snot out of the antlers, smack them together 
like you were trying to break them, kick leaves around and shake saplings, rattle the antlers some more and get back 
in the blind.

i was smiling as i got back in and started peeking out of the mail slot. i was thinking, “man, i hope no one was watch-
ing that. surely i must look like a possessed madman!” less than five minutes went by when i stopped smiling.

a huge buck was sneaking right to left along the trail less than 20 yards in front of me. i didn’t bother counting points, 
i just wanted to make a good shot.

he slid in front of my little triangle opening. when i had a good quartering shot behind his shoulder i took it and saw 
my knock strike where i had aimed! The deer collapsed about a hundred yards below my blind on the steepest slope 
you can imagine. (believe me, ohio is not all flat open fields!) i called wendel to tell him i had killed a huge eight point 
and he and pappy arrived on the scene about 20 minutes later.

i showed the guys where the deer was and wendel made a split second decision for which i will be forever grateful. 
“we ain’t dragging that deer,” he said. “i’ll go get the boys from maine who are staying at Jody’s camp.” The boys from 
maine happened to be six rugged lobster fishermen. The 240 lb. buck was yanked up that steep slope in less than 
ten minutes.

i think if there is a moral to this story it would be, listen to the expert. The blind i didn’t care for was awesome and the 
rattling technique was part of a great experience. always be ready and willing to learn something new and pay the 
price for your maine lobster without whining… god knows these fishermen deserve it!

A
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 ccording to popular literature, any serious hunter knows
 that you can’t kill a mature buck in a “food plot.” oh 
sure, the “TV hunters” do it all the time, but they are hunt-
ing “unpressured deer” on “intensely managed properties,” 
right? No doubt about that. unlimited time and money can 
go a long way towards harvesting a mature buck, but does 
that mean that the “average Joe hunter” can’t create an op-
portunity for a mature buck using food plots? for starters, 
if you are practicing qDm and planting food plots, you are 
probably not an “average Joe hunter.” let’s take a look at the 
role food plots played in the harvest of a 5-year-old buck in 
New york, where the “average hunter” has 
a less than 1% chance of harvesting a buck 
in this age class. 

while there were so many variables that 
came together for us in 2013, and certainly 
elements of “luck” that came into play on 
November 2 – the focus of this article is 
the role that food plots played in this chess 
game of survival and the execution of a 
specific plan. There is no doubt that food 
plots make a difference in my qDm pro-
gram, the health of “our” deer herd, and my 
hunting success. 

food plots have always been a part of my 
management strategy on the farm, and 
buck forage oats has been a foundation 
in this for 15 years of my rotational plant-
ings. our area has good sandy-loam soils and 
a mix of agriculture – red and white oaks in the 
small woodlots, clearcuts, and literally hundreds 
of apple trees. food has never been a problem 
here, so why plant food plots? one answer is diver-
sity: created by simply offering the deer something different 
than anything else in the area. i started small by any farming 
standards, in an old pasture area – in fact – the food plot that 
we killed this buck in was the very first area that i opened 
up for a food plot back in 1998 using a 3-wheeler and hand 
tools. as you can see by the picture above it is a small plot 
about 100 yards long, and that first year we had to fence it 
off to keep the horses out of it, thus dubbed the “fenced 
plot.” 

initially, my farmer friend that owns the land scoffed at the 
concept – why would deer bother with a food plot when we 
have corn, alfalfa, winter rye, apples and acorns in abun-
dance? That was, until he saw how much this small plot 
was utilized. after the first two years (at his suggestion), we 
actually took small fields out of agricultural production and 
dedicated that ground to wildlife food plots. This is a casual 
hunter that decided to forsake revenue-producing land and 
give it to the wildlife. we certainly didn’t need a utilization 
cage to realize the value of these plantings. 

These former agricultural fields of 1.5 – 2.5 acre food plots 
became the cornerstones of my food plot program, and the 
focus of my plantings for many seasons. i rotate crops and 
minimize fertilizer usage and buck forage oats have always 
played a major role in my program. in fact, i will never be 
without buck forage oats – whether it is an annual plot or 

Start with a Good Foundation by Tony Rainville

a freshly seeded clover/perennial, buck forage oats has 
always been my foundation planting. 

over time, i learned that these larger plots are not likely a 
location to actually harvest a mature buck. That’s fairly com-
mon knowledge now, but it was not the case when i began 
practicing qDm. around 2011 i decided to bring the plots 
to the deer and began clearing and planting smaller plots 
in abandoned pasture land, some that were hunted, and 
some that were actually in our sanctuary. The development 
of these smaller plots in the cover changed the habits of the 

deer herd in general. Now i would watch 
the same doe family groups on an all day 
sit, and these deer never moved more than 
200 yards over the course of an entire day. 
as a by-product, mature buck sightings 
and opportunities increased as they trav-
eled between these “micro-plots” in search 
of does. This concept gets a lot of play in 
current deer management literature, but 
actually putting it into practice takes time, 
planning, and effort. 

This particular “fenced plot” had always 
been primarily a clover-based plot, turned 
under and seeded with buck forage oats 
every three years or so, when grass and 
weeds would start to overtake the clover. in 
the spring of 2013 i had developed a plan 
to screen the north side of the plot with corn 

in order to hide this plot from a known buck bed, 
with the southern half planted in soybeans, both 
“roundup ready” varieties. my objective was to 

reduce the grass and weeds in the plot and even-
tually return it to clover. as expected, due to the small 

size and corresponding browse pressure, the beans never 
amounted to much, and the corn was devoured as soon as 
the ears set silk, but the ground was bare of any weeds and 
grass. in late august the soybeans were tilled under and 
seeded with buck forage oats, and top-seeded with clover, 
a key element in my food-plot system. The corn stalks re-
mained standing to provide the necessary screening cover 
in this situation. had i not needed the screen cover, the corn 
would have been plowed under as well. unlike many other 
popular plantings, i know that buck forage oats will take 
the pressure, and maintain the production and attraction 
well into our northeast winters. 

early in the afternoon of November 2, my son brady and i 
were headed in to hunt this farm. There were plenty of other 
mature bucks that my son would have happily harvested, 
but the big 7 was clearly on our minds. The wind was right 
to hunt the fenced plot and i told my son to take that stand 
as i knew he would definitely see deer, which i think is im-
portant for a younger hunter. we parked a long way away on 
a neighboring farm, in order to not disturb the potential bed-
ding sites that we thought he was using. as the afternoon 
wore on, i was on the receiving end of numerous texts about 
feeding deer, yearling bucks harassing does, blowing, and 
all sorts of deer activity while in a nearby woodlot i had only 
seen a blind turkey. 

A

Continued next page
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Thermal Cover

as the 2013 draws to a close, the temperatures begin to dip 
low and we prepare for winter to begin its full swing. while 
we are cozy indoors, loosening our belts from Thanksgiving 
and holiday dinners, the local wildlife is beginning to find that 
food is growing scarce. being proactive with managing wild-
life habitat is a year round job, just because planting is done, 
and deer season is on its way out for the year doesn’t mean 
that it time to simply wait for the spring thaw.  Now is the 
perfect time to begin making observations for priming your 
habitat to be a great spot for wildlife to hole up for the winter.

with the current snow cover it is much easier to notice where 
deer and other game have been traveling regularly. Take 
note of this; because placing thermal cover along these 
travel corridors will make the game want to take shelter in 
these areas.  Thermal cover helps retain heat; examples of 
this are trees and shrubs that maintain their leaves/needles 
throughout the winter. conifers like hemlock are what we 
generally see in local areas. however if you intend to plant 
seedlings for future thermal cover, it is recommended to try 
other species such as spruce or pine, this is because the 
eastern hemlock is in decline due to the hemlock wooly 
adelgid. planting these other species ensures that your ther-

An Essential Component of Winter Wildlife Habitat

mal cover will provide shelter for wildlife for plenty of winters 
to come in the future. 

landowners with larger fields can plant swaths of warm 
season grasses to create thermal cover for upland game, 
serving as cover year round and thermal cover as it grows 
colder.  birds like pheasants are already clustering into small 
flocks to conserve heat at this time of year, with this tall thick 
grass at their disposal they have a buffer from the wind as 
well as places to hide from predators. another effective way 
of creating cover is a brush pile. Things like fallen treetops, 
evergreen branches, even your christmas tree (once you’re 
ready to discard it of course), are all components that can 
create effective shelter. The wildlife that will benefit from this 
varies- from small winter songbirds, to squirrels, and even 
deer will appreciate this. 

so while you enjoy your holiday cheer, take some time to 
think about how well your local wildlife will fare on your prop-
erty. after all, we are simply the stewards of penn’s woods- 
it’s up to us to continue to make sure that all its residents 
continue to thrive so that we may continue to enjoy the boun-
ty they give us, season after season.

Article by Scott Sienko

when i saw my phone light up with a call from brady right at 
dusk – and he said he had shot the big 7 – i couldn’t get down 
the tree fast enough! when i got to the plot, he was still shaking 
in the treestand. he was unsure of the hit but i found decent 
blood where he exited the plot and headed for the property line; 
we backed out and i called my neighbor. while numerous does 
and fawns were trying to feed in the fenced plot, coming in and 
out of the small opening, yearling bucks were cruising and ha-
rassing them all afternoon. at last light the old buck appeared 
at the edge of the plot, put his head down and started feeding 
on the buck forage oats, paying little interest to a nearby doe 
and no attention to my son perched less than 20 yards away 
on the plot edge. we had a light rain when we started the track 
with my neighbors’ help and lantern, but the buck never made it 
across the property line.

The moment when we found him in the creek bottom was bitter-
sweet for all three of us – as we had planned our entire season 
for the pursuit of this particular buck. for us, the ultimate trophy 
is age, and when he hit the scales at 214 lbs. dressed, we all 
knew what we had accomplished, and that there is always next 
season. 

About the Author: Tony Rainville has been developing wildlife habitat 
in the Northeast for over 20 years, manages a QDM Cooperative in 
NY, is a QDMA Certified Land Inspector and active volunteer. He 
owns Foothills Habitat Consultants providing full-service QDM wild-
life management programs. You can find him on Facebook and follow 
him on Twitter @NYRutReport 

Father & son team tony 
rainville and son Brady

HABITAT DEVELOPMENT &   PLANNING  
Qdma  Certified

FULL SERVICE HABITAT SPECIALISTS

FOOTHILLSFOOTHILLS HABITAT HABITAT CONSULTANTSCONSULTANTS
Find us online:

facebook.com/foothillshabitatconsultants

@NYRutReport

We Plant Food Plots !
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1-866-466-5738

If it’s good enough for Dr. DEER...
then it’s good enough!

1-866-466-5738

In 2013, all of Dr. Kroll's
pen deer herd ate nothing

but Nutra Deer feed
manufactured with

GOLD STANDARD
pre-mixes.

Same open range deer,
3 years of growth eating
Nutra Deer products.

After rigorously testing Nutra Deer’s 
20% Open Range protein feed, we at 

The Institute for Whitetail Deer
Management and Research

have found it to be nutritionally beneficial 
and highly attractive to Whitetail Deer.

– Dr. James C. Kroll (Dr. Deer)
The Institute For Whitetail Deer Management and Research

THEY ARE 
WHAT 

THEY EAT.

Listed below are some of the services that our company offers landowners: 
•	Soil	samples	taken	and	analyzed
•	Lime	and	fertilizer	spreading
•	Mowing,	pruning,	tree	planting	with	protective	tubes
•	Pennsylvania	licensed	herbicide	applicator
•	Timber	stand	improvement	–	day	lighting	your	forest	for	maximum	growth	of	food	&	cover
•	Sales,	rentals	and	installation	of	Dr.	Deer	electric	fence	systems
•	Honey	bee	boxes	installed	and	rented	for	maximum	pollination	on	your	property
•	Natural	gas	lines	replanted	for	wildlife	food	source	enhancement
•	Small	pond	and	watering	site	construction

Antler Buildertm  
deer mineral
Our proven blend of 
vitamins, essential minerals 
and macro minerals can 
increase any buck’s 
antlers size with taller 
tines and greater mass.  
The ANTLER BUILDER 
mineral lick works 
year round to ensure your deer 
have all the beneficial nutrients they 
need to achieve their full potential.

We are your source for 
Dr. James Kroll’s Electric Fence Systems 

and  
Nutri Deer products!

For	more	information	
contact:

Matthew	Sellers
Enhanced	Habitat
570.533.1145
muzz54@frontier.com 

Additional products available: 
Custom	Built	Blinds	•	Bird	Nesting	Boxes	•	Small	Sheds
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Pennsylvania Game Commission Speakers 
at QDMA Meeting

 he susquehanna branch of the quality Deer management
 association (qDma) hosted an open meeting in November 
at the central conservation club in south montrose. This 
meeting featured speakers from the pennsylvania game 
commission (pgc), wildlife conservation officer mike 
webb, pgc food and cover corps foremen chuck wise-
man and Darren pettyjohn.

The focus of pgc wildlife officer webb’s talk was an update 
of his current work activities, sportsmanship and how hunt-
ers and landowners can help to improve hunting opportuni-
ties for everyone. one way to improve hunting opportunities 
is to help stop poaching which can be done by providing 
accurate and timely information to the pgc regional of-
fice (570-675-1143) about illegal hunting (poaching). officer 
webb detailed that there had been a considerable amount 
of illegal hunting done in the western part of susquehanna 
county. officer webb said that during the fall hunting sea-
son he often works 80 to 100 hours per week of which much 
is focused on reported illegal shooting and hunting.

pgc food and cover corps foremen chuck wiseman and 
Darren pettyjohn both spoke of their crews’ activities on the 
local state game lands (sgl) 35, 140, 219, 236 in susque-
hanna and bradford counties. The pgc food and cover 
corps is a little known part of the game commission whose 
efforts are focused on habitat improvement projects on the 
more than 1.4 million acres of sgl. The pgc network of sgl 
is critical to ensuring that wildlife will always have access to 
the three habitat components it needs to survive: food, shel-
ter and water. both foremen wiseman and pettyjohn spoke 
about their crews’ work such as preparing and planting food 
plots and mowing herbaceous openings, mowing grass and 
legume areas several times from spring through fall, spray-
ing herbicides to control noxious weeds and undesirable 
species control along roadways, impoundments, fields and 
forest understory. also mowing many herbaceous openings 
to maintain certain habitat conditions and control unwanted 
vegetation encroachment. food and cover corps crews do 
necessary sgl road repairs such as grading, ditching and 
culvert maintenance to try and keep water off the roadways 
and maintain passable access to the sgls. 

foreman wiseman also spoke about the use of prescribed 
fires this past spring on sgl 35. “The prescribed fires (burn-
ing) were conducted successfully on 54 acres of sgl 35 in 
susquehanna county to promote oak regeneration. (sgl 
35 covers an area of 7000+ acres on the east side of inter-
state 81 between hallstead and New milford.) 

foreman pettyjohn also told the group, “each and every 
sgl is different and the management needs are different. 
Different terrain, soils, acreage, forest types, amounts of 
water, wildlife management opportunities. There is no one-
size-fits-all management plan.”

The susquehanna branch qDma has worked with the pgc 
to provide both financial help and on-the-ground resources 
by planting grasses and legumes, planting annual crops 
such as buck forage oats, corn, sorghum, brassicas and 
soybeans, liming and fertilizing, mowing planted food plot 
areas, and mast tree release cuttings on sgl 35, 140 (near 
friendsville) and 219 (northeastern bradford county). The 
branch has also provided educational materials to the pgc 
regional office during the past year. according to branch 
Vice president mike Koneski, “The susquehanna branch 
plans to meet this winter with sgl land manager rich lu-
pinsky and food and cover corps foreman to devise a 
strategy to better assist the habitat improvement efforts on 
sgls in our area.” 

information on the qDma can 
be found on the web at www.
qdma.com and at the branch’s 
website susq-qdma.org (new 
website since october).

T

Even without a final tally that will include donated deer 
from late archery and muzzleloader season, Jeff Scavazzo 
(our Susquehanna County Hunters Sharing the Harvest 
processor) informed me that he has turned in meat from over 
40 deer so far. This equates to over 8,000 meals for needy 
Pennsylvanians.
 
Thank You,
Jim Holbert, Susq. County HSH Coordinator
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Northeast Regional Coyote Hunt

The Pennsylvania Trappers Association District 
9 Fur Sale will be held on February 8, 2014, 
at Triton Hose Company in Tunkhannock, PA. 
We will be charging a 4% commission on all 
fur sold. Make sure you bring your Furtakers 
license.
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Get what YOU want from your property:
	 •	Improved	natural	wildlife	habitat

	 •	Food	plot	establishment,	cultivation	&	fertilization

	 •	An	eventual	return	on	your	investment
 (healthier wildlife population + timber stand improvement)

Covering every phase, start-to-finish,  
of Food Plot Construction. 

      Contact: DAve	SIenko Email: golog@epix.net

Custom Land Management
Forest Products & WildliFe Habitat

Phone/Fax 

570-879-6509
570-396-1071

Sienko Forest Products is an 
award-winning company with 

30+ years experience!

Natural Gas Pipeline Maintenance 
and Custom Replanting

Northeastern PA & NYS Dealer  
for Golden Valley and  
Buck Forage Products

Call for pricing and information on 
Dr. Kroll’s new solar-powered electric 
fence systems
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First Day Bucks

Good Times sporTfishinG
 215 Graham hollow road

 hallstead, pA 18822
 gdxsportfishing@hotmail.com

607-768-9121

by Colin Legg

on the first day of deer season, my dad, brother and i 
were going to be in our new stand overlooking our food 
plot from a different direction than we ever had before. 
When we got to our stand, i was watching on my corner 
of the stand looking at different spots that i thought a deer 
might come to our plot. about 30 minutes of carefully 
looking, i spotted our first deer. at first i thought it was a 
doe through the trees, then it walked into an open spot 
and i saw it was a buck. since i shot a big 8-point last 
year, i wasn’t going to shoot unless it was at least an 
8-point. When my dad helped me get the gun up, and i 
first saw the buck through the scope, i got really excited 
and whispered to dad that i was going to try to take it. 
then i had to wait for it to walk into the next opening in the 
trees. the buck slowly kept walking towards our food plot 
and when i had a shot, i pulled the trigger. dad said i hit 
him and i wanted to get out of the stand and see how big 
it was, but he said we had to wait for a little while. Finally, 
when we did get to my deer, i found out that it was actually 
a 9-point. 

after a quick lunch we went back to our stand to give my 
brother a chance to fill his tag. We sat for a long time and 
it was an early morning, so i decided to take a nap. i woke 
up when i heard my dad whisper to ethan, “there’s a buck 
in the food plot.” he quickly got set up and shot. all i knew 
was that he also got a buck, i was really surprised when 
we got to the buck and it was a 17” wide 8-point with two 
Pa Game Commission tags in its ears!

i can’t wait until next season to see if we can repeat our 
double buck first day!

First day BuCks: on leFt, Colin leGG (aGe 
10), With a 9-Pt BuCk and 13-year-old ethan 
leGG With his 8-Pt BuCk. Both BuCk Were 
shot From the same stand overlookinG 
our Food Plot oF BuCk ForaGe oats at the 
Baker CamP – one at 7:30 am and the other 
at 1 Pm.
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Andre & Son, Inc.
www.andreandson.com

Store Hours:  
Mon - Fri 7:00 am - 6:00 pm Sat 8:00 am - 5:00 pm 

Andre & Son, Inc.
Farm & Home Agricultural Supplies

17150 SR 706
Montrose, Pennsylvania 18801

570-278-1131
FAX: 570-278-3835

Mark Andre   mlandre@andreandson.com

we have 
everything 

you need for 
your food 

plots!!

Soil Analysis
Pesticides
Fertilizer

Lime

Moultrie Feeders
Game Cameras
Deer Minerals

Game Plot Seeds
Deer Feed
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“Ten Point”

 e were walking to our archery stand
 up at our cabin on saturday, 
november 9. my dad spotted something 
in the field as we were walking in. We 
walked up to it to see what it was. it was 
the carcass of a dead fawn chewed up 
by coyotes. my dad and i didn’t think 
that we were going to see anything. We 
walked up to the archery stand and got 
set up. my dad asked me when i wanted 
him to rattle, i said 2:30. he said ok, and 
we sat and waited. 

We didn’t see anything yet, and it was 
2:30 now. my dad let out two doe bleats 
and started to rattle. “look,” my dad 
said. “there’s a deer in the woods over 
there.” i looked and saw it; neither me 
nor my dad could tell what the deer was. 
i said, “i think it’s a buck.” my dad said, “i 
think you’re right.”  then the deer went 
over to a tree and started rubbing its 
antlers on it and we could tell that it was 
a buck. it stopped rubbing and started 
walking down to a clearing; it was a 
monster – the rack was huge! the 
buck put its nose in the air and started 
trying to sniff a doe. it couldn’t smell 
anything, so it walked a little closer. i 
picked up my crossbow just in case it 
came into range. the buck still stayed 
in the woods. then the buck turned 
around and went back onto the other 
side of the field, then it went down the 
other side of the hill and we never saw 
it again that day. We did see a couple of 
doe after that though. one doe actually 
came out in the field that the dead fawn 
was in and started to snort at it.

By: Jey Rusek

Thursday, November 14

i didn’t have school that day so my dad said that we would go hunting. We 
were walking into the same archery stand that we were in on saturday, 
november 9. it was 1:00 pm when we got to the stand and there was a light 
cover of snow on the ground. my dad had bought some doe pee and we put 
up a few wicks and made a scrape with the rest on the edge of the field and 
in front of our stand. now it was 1:35 and we still didn’t see anything. out of 
the corner of my eye i saw that the burlap that we had wrapped around our 
archery stand was blowing in the wind, so i turned my head to grab it and 
tuck it back in, but when i picked my head up, i saw a deer walking through 
the woods. “look,” i said, “a deer.” my dad looked over and said, “i don’t 
see it.” “i’m not sure, but i think it’s a buck,” i said. the deer came out into a 
clearing and i knew it was a least a 6-pointer. i said, “yep, it’s a buck,” and 
i picked up the crossbow. the deer kept walking in and was on the other 
side of the field about 20 yards in the woods. then my dad let out some doe 
bleats, the buck started to slow down, it stopped and made a scrape. then 
he started sniffing in the air for a doe. i looked through the scope at him and 
i could tell he was big. then he smelled the doe pee and started to walk into 
the field; he was heading straight for us. my dad said, “he’s 43 yards away,” 
the buck kept walking. “40 yards,” my dad said. my dad made a grunt, the 
buck stopped dead in his tracks, i shot. the buck sprinted about 70 yards 
and fell over, we saw its head for a while then we couldn’t see anything. my 
dad and i waited 20 minutes and then got out of the stand. We found the 
arrow drenched in blood sticking out of the ground. then we followed the 
blood trail in the snow, we tracked it across the field and into the woods and 
found the buck lying on the ground. We counted the points and it had ten. 
my dad and i took some pictures, then i went to get the four wheeler and 
my dad dragged the buck down to the path. When i came back with the four 
wheeler, we tried to put it on the back rack to bring back to the cabin to gut, 
but it was too heavy, so we gutted it in the woods. i shot through both of his 
lungs. 

later that week we took the buck’s lower jaw bone to a Qdma meeting and 
rusty ely, one of the Qdma directors, aged the buck at 3-1/2 years old. this 
is the biggest and oldest buck i’ve harvested!

W
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MUCKBOOTCOMPANY.COM
find us on facebook.com/muckboot

Woody Elite
Stealth 

Premium 
Hunting Boot

Hunting for a 
reliable local 
printer?

Search 
no 

more!

607-729-2477
www.curcioprinting.com

We now sell large
format BANNERS!!

100% Cleanup! Looking for all 
species and sizes of wood. We pay 
up front and lump sum. Call the 
office at 570-965-2204 or Rob at 
570-618-1011.

Buying Wood 
Piles Off  

Well Sites And  
Right-of-Ways 
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We care for your forest! 
Providing Quality

Forest Management Services
to the forest landowner!

Call us for a free consultation at
570-836-1133
or toll free at

1-800-290-1433

Your Woodlot Is Valuable – 
Manage It Wisely

BUYERS OF LOGS, 
STANDING TIMBER AND 

TIMBERLANDS

Sportsmen Serving Sportsmen

GUNS • ARCHERY • PRO SHOP
FISHING SUPPLIES • LIVE BAIT • LICENSES

Everything for the outdoors sportman

M-F: 8-8   SAT: 7-6   SUN: 8-4

ROUTE 12 SOUTH NORWICH, NY 13815
www.mayhoods.com    Ph: (607) 334-2001
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Being a wildlife 
biologist, I –  
C.J. Winand –  
rarely give 
endorsements, 
but this product 
is different. 
Chestnut Magic 
is for real! Let’s 
be honest... most 
products in the 
deer industry 
are nothing 
but advertising 
gimmicks. 
Chestnut Magic 
is different. And 
I’m not the only 
wildlife biolgist 
who says this.

Dr. James Kroll 
says... 
Deer evolved 
eating chestnuts 
for thousands 
of years before 
the chestnut 
blight. They are 
evolutionarily 
programmed to 
eat chestnuts, 
and they seek out 
sweet, nutritious 
chestnuts over 
all other mast 
crops. Chestnuts 
have up to 2x 
the protein and 
4x the carbs of 
acorns, with no 
bitter taste.”

Check out page 23 for the  
Susquehanna Branch  

Dunston Chestnut Tree Spring Special!
Chestnut Magic will be available the day of tree 

pick up at a special introductory price of  
$15.00 per bag!  

Call for pre-orders and info: 570-934-2625.
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The Silent Mountains –  
Kind of a Commentary by Jim Holbert

 hile hunting the ridge by my home
 in northeastern Pa, the first day 
of rifle season, i realized that this year 
(2013) was the 50th anniversary of me 
being on these mountains. 
i’m sure, like a lot of hunters, 
the time in the woods is a 
time to reflect and remember 
deer seasons of the past. i 
know how time also has a 
way of distorting memories 
when we hear things like 
“When i was a kid it was 
nothing to see 60-80 deer 
the first day and to hear 200 
shots before noon.” 

i did seem to see more 
deer in the late 60s and 
70s and i also remember 
all of the active dairy farms 
in susquehanna County. 
i remember classmates active in 
Future Farmers of america and i 
remember the family-owned farm not 
only producing milk but providing a 
huge food source for the whitetail deer. 
Corn, clover, and alfalfa were all planted 
for the dairy industry and all benefiting 
wildlife. sadly, only a handful of active 
dairy farms exist in our area and it’s still 
one of those memories and reflections 
of seeing 50 deer in one farmer’s alfalfa 
field while spotlighting. 

as i sat on the ridge this year, i couldn’t 
believe how absolutely quiet it was. and 
please don’t tell me i need a hearing 
aid. Jimmy at miracle ear has taken 
care of that. only a few shots were fired 
and by noon i counted less than 20 
shots. it was hard to believe that there 
was so little activity. With the silence on 
the mountain i began to think of other 
sounds that were now lost to me and 
how i have to admit that it was sounds 
that in yesteryear made my adrenaline 
flow.

i have read of sounds that have been 
lost to time. some of these that come to 
mind are the blood chilling battle cry of 
the confederate soldier during the Civil 

War. i’ve read accounts of actual Civil 
War vets trying to describe this rebel 
yell but of course there’s no recording 
so it’s a sound lost to history. another 

sound lost i’ve read about is the 
thundering pounding of the american 
bison as herds that covered the prairie 
as far as the eye could see stampeded 
and shook the earth.

the thing i suddenly and sadly 
reminisced about on my stand was the  
sound of the organized deer drives. in my 
teenage years there were three or four 
large gangs that drove deer in our area. 
standers and drivers, all composed 
of hunting camps, farm families, and 
friends covered the mountain. to be 
part of an organized drive was crazy 
fun and took unbelievable stamina. our 
ridges are steep and long and a long 
drag was required for any successful 
hunter. remember, no quads, no atvs, 
only ropes, strong backs, and weak 
minds. When deer were shot on some 
of those drives, we always questioned 
our sanity after dragging them out.

the ridges would ring out with voices 
yelling and whooping as a deer drive 
started. you could sometimes hear 
the drive from miles away. standers 
were strategically placed where the 
gang knew the deer would cross when 

pushed. on a typical drive there could 
be ten standers and ten or more drivers. 
many times you could hear shots from 
the drivers early into the drive because 

a smart buck very often would 
cut back between them. it 
normally didn’t take long for 
shooting to start and that 
shooting would always stir the 
adrenaline of the drivers. you 
could hear the volume and 
excitement increase. 

When the drive was over and 
the hunt over (we could say 
when the smoke cleared) and 
the drivers approached the 
standers it was always “story 
time.” did ya get him? how 
big? you missed! We walked 
two miles so you could empty 
your gun! excuses meant shirt 

tails cut off and lots of time deer to drag. 
this was camaraderie at its finest and 
simply a lot of fun.

But the sound of the drive in my neck 
of the woods is over. like the rebel war 
cry, it’s a sound lost to history. several 
things are responsible for the demise 
of the drive. in our area, land that was 
available to hunt years ago has been 
cut up and sold in smaller parcels. you 
just can’t hunt the ridges like yesteryear 
because of private property. respecting 
property is paramount and if you’re not 
supposed to be on it, stay off. We also 
have a longer season in Pa, which 
includes archery and crossbow. many 
hunters opt for this and muzzle loading 
season to fill their tags their own way in 
a beautiful time of year. i also think that 
with many of us “baby boomer hunters,” 
we’re simply getting old and as realistic 
hunters we know we can’t do what we 
used to. hunting has had a cultural 
change and it’s here to stay.

i ask myself about the change and even 
though i miss the camaraderie and the 
sound of the drive, i have to remember 
a conversation that i had with dr. James 
kroll several years ago when we were 

W
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discussing hunting in Pa and dr. Gary 
alt. dr. kroll, as i remember, said 
something like this: “i know how you 
Pennsylvania ridge runners used to 
hunt. you get a gang of 20 plus guys 
and drive the daylights out of those poor 
deer. it was probably lots of fun but if 
you cared at all about the animals, just 
think about what you were doing.”

“First of all, in your area, you probably 
had a doe to buck ratio of 12:1, and with 
that being the case, you know that one 
buck will do his utmost to breed every 
one of the doe. so, after mr. Buck has 
had a go of spreading his wild oats, 
your rifle season will begin. that buck 
who has tried to breed every lady deer 
he could find is, without a doubt, more 
than a little run-down physically. now he 
has to survive the gauntlet of drives and 
flying lead. if he survives the hunt, his 
next challenge to see spring is to find 

enough nutrition to make it through the 
roughest conditions of the long winter.” 
dr. kroll’s reasoning was very valued 
and i observed the culture change in 
our hunting practices in Pa. all these 
years ago, i never heard of food plots, 
tending creatures’ habitat, replanting 
american chestnut trees, or having a 
doe-to-buck ratio that was reasonable. 
But on the flip side, i never would have 
believed that hunters in my county 
could harvest buck that weighed over 
225 pounds and scored 150.

i’m still going to reminisce about all 
those old sounds of the drive when 
i’m hunting on the ridge and i know 
there will be times i can’t keep from 
laughing out loud as i think of all the 
past hunts. i’ll even remember things 
like the all-night card games at the deer 
camp when my wife’s fears of marrying 
a fool were realized. i’ll remember the 

guys who are no longer with us – their 
antics and stories.

Without a doubt, hunting has changed 
in 50 years and the question is: “Can 
i deal with it?” i think i can. there’s 
always going to be change. Gas lines 
are going over ridges where you would 
have never expected them. Well sites 
are plopped down and mountains 
literally moved in today’s natural gas 
exploration. hopefully, the construction 
of these sites can be a positive for our 
wildlife and hunting opportunities. 

as far as the changes, we have to deal 
with it and realize the only constant and 
infinite thing we have is God. i hope he 
allows me to enjoy his creatures and 
creation a few more seasons. the first 
50 went by way too fast. 

overvieW oF BirChardville, Pa
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Distributor of Petroleum 
Products & Propane
60 Post St., Montrose, PA 18801
Fax: (570) 278-4800
 
INDUSTRIAL 
· On & Off Diesel Fuel 
· Lubricants
· Tank & Pump Service

RESIDENTIAL
· Heating
· Air Conditioning
· Indoor Air Quality (IAQ)H/O MART CONVENIENCE STORES

242 Church St., Montrose
519 St. Route 492, New Milford
1503 E. Main St., Susquehanna
 
FELIX-HINDS GARDEN CENTER
1685 State Route 706, Montrose

570 278-3811570 278-3811

www.sttny.com

161 Erie Street 
Owego NY 13827
(607) 687-0202

email: sttbringembackalive@juno.com
Hours of Operation:  

monday through saturday – 
 10:00 A.m. to 6:00 p.m.

Lock-N-Load Sporting Goods 
and Southern Tier Taxidermy
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rt. 267 
Choconut, pa.

Gulf Gas * Large Grocery dept.
fresh deli meats * Western Beef

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
Dennis Carey - 570-553-2192

CHOCONUT MARKET

Office phone & fax number: 
570-278-8655       

Cell: 607-237-2102
       

Email:  mooneybuilders@gmail.com 
Website:  www.mooneybuilders.com

 681 McCollum Road
 Montrose, PA 18801

DEEr FOx turkey

Also providing  

custom laser engraving  
for logos for businesses and organizations!

Top Outdoor Products
22 Kelley Street • Renovo, PA 17764

Toll-free: 888-609-0012 www.topcalls.com
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Complimentary copies of the 
Wildlife Management News 

provided by 

Whole Cheese Pizza ........... $8.99
Whole Pepperoni Pizza ...... $9.99
Toppings .......................... ea. $1.00

Pepperoni, Sausage, Mushrooms, 
Peppers & Black Olives

Large Cheese Slices .... ea. $1.79
w/Topping ....................... ea. $1.99

Canton Route 14 673-3195
Dushore 114 N. German St. 928-8122
Great Bend Exit 230, I81 879-4667
Lake Winola Route 307 378-2107
Lawrenceville 58 N. Main St. 827-2290 
Lenox Exit 211, I81 222-3003
Leroy Route 414 364-6455
Mansfield 82 S. Main St. 662-2541
Montrose Grow Ave. 278-1801
New Milford Exit 233, I81 465-7304
Nicholson Route 11 942-6900
Pikes Creek Rtes 29 & SR 118 477-2054

Stroudsburg 1229 W. Main St. 424-1049
Tioga 1 N. Main St. 835-5256
Troy 530 Elmira St. 297-0921
Tunkhannock Route 29 836-6227
Tunkhannock Route 6 836-1584
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www.hhhsC.net

susQuehanna BranCh of the QdMa dunstan Chestnut tree sale
 $17.00 per tree

deadline for order/payMent:  MarCh 15, 2014 
orders and payment must be received by the end of the day on saturday, march 15th

 orders and payments can be given to Bob Wagner 570-278-1011 ext. 108  
matt sellers 570-533-1145 or denise 570-533-3693 or mail to:  QdmA, susquehanna Branch, po Box 454, montrose, pA  18801

 
trees will need to be picked up at Matt sellers, 5059 Meshoppen Creek road, Montrose, Pa 18801.   

Please be sure to include your phone number and email address so we can contact you when the trees are delivered to 
us. the tentative tree pickup date is april 5, 2014. We may need to push this back to april 12.

nAme:  _________________________________________________________________________________________

phone:  ________________________________________    emAiL:   _______________________________________

# of Trees:  _______  X   $17.00

# of Tree TUBes (optional but recommended):  _______   X   $3.75     

# of sTAKes (optional but recommended):   _______    X   $1.50

total aMount:    $  _________________

please make checks payable to the QdmA susquehanna Branch.  Thank you!

Trees:  18 to 36 inches 
(bare rooted)

Please make checks payable to the QDMA Susquehanna Branch. Thank you!
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MICHAEL J. GIANGRIECO
ATTORNEY AT LAW

60 Public Avenue • P.O. bOx 126 • MOntrOse, PA 18801-0126

570-278-4026
570-278-4425
FAx 570-278-4662

WHERE RTS 706, 267 AND GOOD FRIENDS MEET – LAWTON, PA
BREAKFAST & LUNCH SPECIALS

M - F 6:00 AM - 9:00 PM • SAT & SUN 7:00 AM - 9:00 PM 
934-2822

HARDWARE STORE HOURS: 
MON-SAT 7:30 AM - 5:30 PM • SUN 9:00 AM - 2:00 PM 

FLYNN’S STONE CASTLE

www.giangriecolaw.com
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SUSQUEHANNA CONSERVATION DISTRICT 

2014 SEEDLING SALE 
Pick-Up Location:  Susq. Co. Recycling Center 

 Saturday, April 12, 2014    9:00 A.M. - 11:00 A.M. 
Orders MUST be picked up on April 12, 2014 

No refunds on unclaimed orders. 
 

* DEADLINE TO ORDER IS March 14 * 

 

  
      

Evergreen Seedlings 
 

10-24’’ White Pine 
7-10’’ Red Pine 

15-30’’ Norway Spruce 
 

10/$11,  20/$18 
50/$ 40, 100/$ 65 

 
 

(must be sold in bundles of 10) 
               
       _______________________________                                                                                                                            

 EVERGREEN TRANSPLANTS 
 

8-14” Concolor Fir 
8-15” douglas Fir 
8-16” Blue Spruce 

 
10/$25,  20/$45,  50/$90,  

 100/$160 
(must be sold in bundles of 10) 

_______________________________________ 
 

BERRIES 
 

Strawberry-earliglow 
25/$10 

 
Raspberries—Lauren 

5/$15 
 
 
 

 

 
DECIDUOUS SEEDLINGS 
10-16” Chinese chestnut  

20-30” gobbler sawtooth Oak 
24-34”  Black Cherry 

 
SHRUBS 

6-12” winterberry  
20-40” American Cranberry 
30-36”  American Hazelnut 

 
10/$20,  20/$35,  50/$55,   

100/$100 
(must be sold in bundles of 10) 

_____________________________________ 
**POTTED BLUEBERRY BUSHES 

1 Gallon 
Blue crop, duke &  

darrow 
1/$12,  2/$20,  3/$28 

 
5 gallon 

Spartan, brigetta & blue jay 
$29 

 
**To Cross Pollinate,  

2 varieties  are needed. 
_______________   _____                                                                       

 
Native Wildflower Plugs-2 1/4 x 5” 

5 plugs/ $12 
Each Order is one variety 

Rattlesnake master 
Beard tongue  

Butterfly Weed 
Hoary skellcap 

 
Azaleas 

Yellow or Pink 
2 gallon 

1/$18, 2/$32 
 

Mountain laurel 
Tinkerbell— pink 

Keepsake—red  
1 gallon 

1/$12,  2/$20 
 
 

   __________________________________ 
 SEMI-DWARF FRUIT TREES_ 

4-5 ft. 
   Apple:  liberty& querina 

   OldTime Apples:  Northern Spy &               
perrine yellow transparent  

         
 1/$20, 2/$35, 3/$45                       

 
*To Cross Pollinate, 2 Differ-                    

ent varieties are Needed 
  __________________________________ 

Pie cherry:  jubileum 
White peach: July rose 

(self-Pollinating) 
 

1/$20,  2/$35, 3/$45  
 

Hoary Vervain 
 

6/$12  
 
 
 

          Send check & order blank by March 14, 2014 to :  Susquehanna Conservation Dist., 88 Chenango St., Montrose, PA 18801                    
————————————————————–-——————————————————————————————— 

Order Form         
Name_______________________________________________________________Phone_____________________________ 

   
  Address________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
  City______________________________________________________________State_____________Zip________________
 QUANTITY    VARIETY   (DO NOT INCLUDE TAX) PRICE 
________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
  Amount of enclosed check (sales tax included in price)   Phone number: 570-278-4600 ext 280  
  ORDER DEADLINE:  March 14, 2014     NO REFUNDS ON UNCLAIMED ORDERS   
                          Proceeds from this sale go toward District Educational Youth Programs. 
                 Variety descriptions available @ www.suscondistrict.org    
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Saving Old Apple Trees 
or How to Have Deer 
Marching to Your Property

E

by Robert 
Fearnley, 
Watershed 
Specialist, 
Susquehanna 
County 
Conservation 
District

 veryone gets excited about putting food plots in the
 ground and planting fruit and nut trees for wildlife. it gives 
a lot of immediate satisfaction; they just look so good planted. 
The field greens up within weeks and the trees bud out soon 
after planting and start growing leaves. however, there are 
some drawbacks. some food plots are annuals and need to 
be planted every year; even the perennial food plots may re-
quire expensive inputs and perennial does not mean forever. 
a good legume stand lifetime is seldom more than five years. 
before those seedling trees will produce fruit or nuts, 5-30 
years will pass.

what if i were to tell you how to produce a food irresistible to 
deer and most wildlife at a very low cost within three years 
and almost every year for a lifetime? That food is of course 
the apple. although it is not native to northeast pennsylvania, 
it is one of the most common trees in the area. almost any 
property has a few or many apple trees on it. however many 
of these trees are in dire need of help. fortunately, winter is 
the perfect time to help these old apple trees. whether it is 
an old farm orchard or a few scrub apples in the middle of 
a wood lot, a few simple steps should increase not only the 
quantity but also the quality of the fruit produced on those 
trees. Don’t get too worried about quality of the apples; deer 
as a whole are not very persnickety consumers. a one inch, 
knotty apple seems to be relished as much as a grocery 
store quality honeycrisp. That wild apple is as valuable to the 
wildlife manager as the latest variety released by a university.

apple trees are full sun lovers. They commonly spring up 
in pastures and old fields from seeds spread by cows, deer 
and other wildlife. The last few years have been tough for the 
seedlings to get growing due to browse damage by deer; so 
most apple trees are 30- to over 100-years-old. many of these 
trees are in fields abandoned in the 1940s to the 1960s and 
due to forest succession find themselves in young forests. 
as apple trees are seldom over 25 feet tall, they are easily 
overtopped by other hardwood species. lack of sunlight is 
probably the number one killer of mature apple trees. so the 
first thing to help renew that old apple tree is to make sure it 
has plenty of sunlight. cut all trees that shade the apple tree. 
if you wish, you may hinge-cut these trees to provide browse 
for several years before any limbs get tall enough to again 
shade the apple tree.

once the tree is in the open, it is time to prune. Don’t let 
that word strike fear into your heart! pruning is a natural pro-
cess that has been done by man and nature for thousands 
of years; unless you prune down to ground level, the tree will 
survive. That being said, don’t remove more than one third of 
living tree per year. The purpose of pruning is to open up the 
crown of the tree; to allow sunlight to get to all the leaves and 
fruit and allow air to circulate through the crown to quickly dry 
the leaves and fruit after rain or dew. sunlight is the fuel that 
powers fruit production and dry leaves help prevent fungal 
diseases such as apple scab. in an orchard or home garden 

setting, proper pruning increases fruit size and keeps tree 
size under control for spraying and fruit picking, neither of 
which is of great importance to the wildlife manager. most 
wildlife trees are not sprayed nor harvested by man. how-
ever, a shorter tree is easier to prune in the future.

The first step of pruning is to cull out all dead wood back to 
live wood. on some trees this means a pick-up load, on oth-
ers just a few branches. Deadwood is important to remove 
as it provides a means for rot and insects to enter the heart 
of the tree. most cuts properly made will heal over in a few 
years. all cuts should be made ¼ inch from the outer edge of 
a branch collar. a branch collar is a ridge of bark encircling 
a branch next to the limb from which the branch sprouted. 
These collars contain specialized growth cells to quickly heal 
the wound. on larger branches, cut first upwards on the limb 
about a third of the way through, about a foot from where the 
finish cut will be. Then cut from the top down, dropping the 
branch. This prevents the bark from tearing back into wood 
you wish to save; next cut off the stub at the branch collar. 

continuing, cut out branches that are broken or cross one 
another; both are avenues for insects and rot to enter the 
tree. any narrow vertical crotch is a weak point that can split 
with heavy loads of fruit or ice. remove one side at the crotch 
or both limbs back to a lower branch junction. any attempt to 
head back the tree should be to a strong horizontal branch. 
remember this is a multiple-year project so don’t get carried 
away the first year. any mistakes or branches not pruned but 
that should have, can be done next year. one word of warn-
ing, most trees that have been neglected after pruning will 
put out numerous “water sprouts” or vertical whips growing 
out of the trunk and main branches. These can be taken off 
either in the summer or next winter. if you wish to try your 
hand at grafting, these make great scion material. continue 
this process for three years and you should have your apple 
tree in peak shape for production. after this intensive care, 
you can relax your management somewhat in the future, just 
pruning enough to keep the tree open and removing dead or 
injured branches.

fertilization should be limited the first year of renovation as 
the tree will put out excessive new growth; however, lime 
may be applied. if you do not have a soil test, 10-15 pounds 
spread around the tree to out past the drip line is a good rule 
of thumb. after the first year, a quart or two of 10-10-10 can 
be spread in a wide circle around the tree. lime is of more 
importance to your tree than the fertilizer. 

apple tree management may not be as trendy as food plots, 
but it costs less and you can work on it during a slow time of 
year. so get out and look over your apple trees; with a little 
bit of time and even less in materials, you will have a natural 
food source that will attract deer and other wildlife for years 
to come. 
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Smitty’s Construction 
Inc.

All Phases of Construction

General Contractor
195 High School Road
Montrose, PA 18801

570-278-4530
Cell: 607-237-6663

smittysconstruction@stny.rr.com

Todd W. SmiTh
I’m your agent for that.

1001177.1
State Farm Mutual Automobile Insurance Company

State Farm Indemnity Company  Bloomington, IL

Having me as your agent means
having a real person there to help
you when you need it. So when
accidents happen, you have
someone who can get the job
done right, and right away.
Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there.®

CALL FOR A QUOTE 24/7.

‘Cause you 
never know 
what you 
might
run into.

Daniel R Ricci Jr Ins Agcy Inc
Dan Ricci Jr, Agent
70  Lathrop Street

Montrose, PA  18801
Bus: 570-278-3877

10348 Hayesville Rd
Kingston, OH 45644
www.bedrockbigbucks.com

Bedrock Big Bucks

Check us out on 
Facebook

My passion is 
getting hunters 
their first 
trophy buck. 
~Wendel Crosby 

Scott Glezen
2012 Crossbow Buck

(614) 499-6589

FOr All YOUr OUTDOOr NEEDS

51	PublIc	Ave.	•	MontroSe,	PA	18801
570.278.3154
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Order FOrm for Home Delivery
send to: Jim Holbert • 1201 california road • Montrose, PA 18801

Your name:  ________________________________________________________________
Address:  ________________________________________________________________
  ________________________________________________________________
Phone:  ________________________________________________________________

Please send $20.00 for a lifetime membership to Wildlife Management News.

2216 Booth road  hallstead, pa. 18822
570-278-2553 willsher@epix.net

R

OCKWELL

FEEDS

Offering a complete line of 
wildlife products at our 
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H. Rockwell & Son 
Serving North Central PA for 

over 160 years!

430 TROY ST
570-673-5148

1943 SHUMWAY HILL
570-724-0967
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North Mountain Branch  
Enters 2nd Decade of 
Harvest Data Collection

S
by Chris Denmon

 ince 2003 the North mountain branch has conducted a
 volunteer deer check station for local hunters on the open-
ing day of pennsylvania’s rifle season.  in cooperation with 
the suburban News newspaper who photographs every deer 
brought in for their special buck season issue and also allows 
hunters to be entered in a contest for the largest buck for 
prizes.

Deer that come to the check station are weighed, aged and 
antlers measured for beam length, beam circumference, ant-
ler width and number of points.  During the day the branch 
also helps promote proper deer management techniques 
and instructs interested hunters on how to properly age and 
measure their deer.

in addition to the many prizes provided through the subur-
ban News by various local businesses, the North mountain 
branch also provided memberships and ball caps to hunters 
that brought in the largest racked buck as well as the buck 
that weighed the most.  we added the heaviest weight award 
because we wanted to promote all aspects of deer manage-
ment and not just a focus on antlers. we would have had an 
award for heaviest doe as well but now antlerless deer were 
off limits during the first day so we were not able to add that 
category.

over the years we have been able to begin to start to track 
certain trends with deer in relation to that year’s conditions.  in 
2011 conditions were warm which resulted in a reduced deer 
harvest for the day but the branch still checked 52 bucks.  
in 2012 conditions improved and the check station checked 
67 deer and warm weather again dropped our check station 
numbers back to 47 deer, which puts the total deer checked 
at nearly 500 deer since the program began.  

also, prior to the check station in 2011 it was forecasted that 
deer weights would be down approximately 10 percent due 
to the lack of mast crops and the failure of some agricultural 
crops due to an extremely wet season that also created sub-
stantial flooding in the area.  upon completion of the check 
station the results concluded that weights were down for the 
age classes between 1.5, 2.5 and 4.5 years olds by 9%, 8% 
and 4% respectively. antler dimensions were also down but 
at an almost insignificant level which is likely due to the fact 
that the much of the year’s antler development comes from 
the buck’s nutritional intake from the year before as most 
already know.  in 2012 it was predicted that weights would 
remained relatively the same as 2011 and it seemed to hold 
true as can be seen on the chart. in 2013 it was expected that 
antler measurements would remain relatively the same and 
weights would be slightly lower due to mast crop failures in 
many areas.  

The branch is also working on putting together the statistics 
dealing body and antler sizes and how warm season rainfall 
affects them.  while the relationship between rain and herd 
health has been well documented in southern states such 

as Texas, the North mountain 
branch wanted to see how much 
the phenomenon in Texas mir-
rored in pennsylvania and during 
the first few years the data seems to reflect a strong correla-
tion between them.  once the rest of the data is complete the 
branch will report the statistics.

This study isn’t exactly scientific as there are certain compli-
cations to the collection of the data.  such problems are that 
the sample of deer taken is relatively small and taken from 
such a broad area. for example, if a particular age class has 
only three recorded, that extremely small sample can greatly 
influence the average and can skew the results to either end 
of the scale.  

another problem is that since the major attraction for hunters 
to bring their deer to the check station is to have their pic-
ture taken for the newspaper than perhaps a greater sample 
of the bucks are larger while many hunters shooting smaller 
bucks may not be as willing to bring their bucks to the station.

however, we do get a relative steady sample of bucks from 
all age classes and as can be seen in the charts that the 
yearly samples are relatively close each year and have only 
slight variations in measurements.  The greatest fluctuations 
occurred with the number of harvested bucks by age classes.  

with the inception of antler restrictions in 2003 it was des-
tined that these percentages would change drastically in 
the coming years and can be seen in that the number of 1.5 
year old bucks harvested dropped by half and the increase 
of older age class bucks harvested jumped by 3-4 times the 
amount from the beginning year.

This year’s check station volunteers included branch presi-
dent chris Denmon, Vice president steve germick and 
board Directors Joe germick and randy storrs.

for more information on how to become more involved with 
the North mountain branch of the quality Deer management 
association you can do so by calling 477-2238 or emailing 
cddeers72@frontier.com.

Continued on page 30
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Beam Length
Age 2003     2004 2005 2006     2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013
1.5 8-6/8” 8” 10-6/8” 10-5/8” 10” 11-1/8” 10-2/8” 10” 9-6/8” 10-4/8” 8-7/8”
2.5 16-2/8”  13” 15-2/8” 15-7/8” 14”  15-4/8”  14-1/8” 14-7/8” 13-2/8” 12-6//8” 14-2/8”
3.5 19-1/8”  16”  19” 18-3/8”  19-4/8”  18-7/8”  17-1/8” 18-4/8” 17-7/8” 17-4/8”  18-1/8”
4.5 N/A  19”  20-1/8”  19-4/8”  21”  19-3/8”  20-3/8” 20” 19-5/8” 19-6/8”  19-3/8”
5.5 23-2/8 18-2/8”  20-4/8”  21-5/8”  N/A 22-1/8”  21-5/8” 20-6/8” 21-3/8” 21-6/8”  21-4/8”

antLer Spread
Age 2003     2004 2005 2006     2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013
1.5 7.8”  7” 8”  9”  7-4/8”  8-6/8”   9-2/8”  8-5/8” 8” 9” 7-7/8”
2.5 12.8”  11” 13.7” 13-2/8”  13” 12-6/8” 12-5/8”  12-7/8” 11-7/8” 11-3/8”  13”
3.5 15.2”  15” 15.8” 15-1/8”  15” 15”  15-3/8”  15-7/8” 15” 14-6/8”  15”
4.5 N/A 17”  16.6” 17-6/8”  17-4/8” 15-6/8” 16-5/8” 17-1/8” 16-3/8” 17-2/8” 15-4/8”
5.5 18.3”  17.5” 18” 17-4/8”  N/A  15”  17-1/8” 16” 18-4/8” 17-6/8” 17-6/8”

Beam CirCumferenCe
Age 2003     2004 2005 2006     2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013
1.5 2-3/8” 2-6/8” 2-2/8”  2-5/8”  3”  2-5/8”   2-6/8” 2-5/8” 2-4/8” 2-3/8” 2-4/8”
2.5 3-4/8” 3-4/8” 3-2/8”  3-1/8”  3”  3-2/8”   3-1/8” 3-1/8” 3-1/8” 2-7/8” 3”
3.5 4-1/8” 4”  4-1/8”  4-1/8”  4-2/8”  4”   3-5/8”  3-6/8” 3-7/8” 3-5/8” 3-6/8”
4.5 N/A 5”  4-4/8”  4-1/8”  5-4/8”  4”  4-2/8”  4-1/8” 4-3/8” 4-4/8” 4”
5.5 5”  5-4/8” 4-6/8”  4-5/8”  N/A  4-7/8” 4-2/8” 4-3/8” 4-4/8” 4-5/8” 4-5/8”

CheCk Station data over LaSt deCade
Body WeightS (dreSSed)

Age 2003     2004 2005 2006     2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013
0.6 65 70 55  70  ----  59   N/A 60 N/A N/A N/A
1.5 107 102 99  112 100 98   104 106 97 99 97
2.5 133 127 118 122 124 134   113 124 117 112 110
3.5 138 141 139 139 146 146 132  130 137 134 131
4.5 N/A  151  141      140       155       140    147  148 145 145 145
5.5   146.5     142.5     168       141       ----       137     154  137 158 150 138
6.5   180     115     -----      ----      ----       ----     
9.5   -------    120     -----      ----      ----        ----     

perCent of BuCkS reCorded By age CLaSS (1.5 & up)
Age 2003     2004 2005 2006     2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013
1.5     29%    11% 19%      17%      17% 21%    18% 17% 15% 14% 15%
2.5     42%    33%      39%      37%      28%      31%    21% 30% 29% 25% 23%
3.5     22%    36%      25%      37%      44%      27%    27% 33% 34% 34% 34%
4.5     3%      16% 11%      2%       11%     12%  18% 10% 12% 14% 13%
5.5+   5%     3%        6%       6%        N/A        9%  15% 8% 10% 13% 15%

2%+.5yo

10 year harvest data collection

2012 check station
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Roger Gelatt   570-663-2248

EXCAVATING

G’S

montrose, pA
driveways * Land Clearing * ponds

foundations * Logging

156 Oakley Road
Hop Bottom, PA 18824

Mon.-Fri. 8am-5 pm

RST manufactures  
PREMIUM 23/4” and BEST GRADE  
2” & 21/2” shotgun shells, offering  

the widest range of loading available 
for classic older guns and  

shooters seeking performance and 
reduced recoil.

570-553-1651
www.rstshells.com

a division of Mike’s Heavy Equipment & Trailer Sales, Inc.

PO Box 553, 76 Grow Avenue, Montrose, PA 18801

 Michael L. Sheruda (570) 278-8000
 President Fax: (570) 278-5555
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A s a hunter and deer biologist, i
 spend a lot of time talking with other 
hunters. often, deer myths or miscon-
ceptions will pop up in conversation, 
and i find myself biting my tongue or 
nodding in agreement for the sake of 
keeping a peaceful conversation. peo-
ple hate being corrected, and unfor-
tunately this was a lesson that i have 
had to learn the hard way on numerous 
occasions. however, when somebody 
says the words “cull buck,” i involuntarily 
cringe, because more often than not, 
the person is not referring to a buck that 
would remotely qualify as a “cull buck.”

most hunters define a “cull buck” as a 
buck that has an antler deformity, an 
uneven rack, or just a small set of ant-
lers in general. Do you see the problem 
with this type of definition? it is based 
on antlers’ characteristics and not by 
age, so inevitably, hunters end up kill-
ing young deer and try to justify it by 
calling the buck a “cull.” on average, 
a deer does not reach its full antler 
growth potential until it is about 5.5-6.5 
years-old. so when a hunter kills a 1.5 
or 2.5 year-old buck and calls it a “cull 

What the Heck is a  
“Cull Buck?” By Jim Stickles, Associate Wildlife Biologist®

buck,” i take issue with that because the 
deer was never allowed to reach an age  
to be properly assessed by antler  
characteristics. 

Just to be clear, i have no problem with 
hunters killing young deer, none at all. 
if a hunter wants to kill a yearling buck, 
then that is the hunter’s choice and it 
does not need any justification whatso-
ever. meat is meat, and not everybody 
has time to wait for a big buck, or even 
a doe for that matter. however, when 
a hunter tries to justify killing a young 
buck by calling it a “cull,” then they have 
deprived themselves and others of an 
opportunity to harvest that animal at 
an older age when it would likely have 
bigger antlers and more meat. i would 
think that management-oriented hunt-
ers would prefer to save their buck tags 
for bigger and older bucks. 

as far as antler deformities are con-
cerned, there seems to be a common 
misconception that antler deformities 
are caused by genetics. however, most 
antler deformities have nothing to do 
with the genetics of the deer. rather 

they are most often caused by an injury 
to the skeletal system (usually the legs), 
an injury to the antler or pedicle during 
antler development, or an extensive 
injury to the pedicle. further, deformi-
ties caused by injuries during develop-
ment are usually only temporary, and 
the following year the buck may have 
a completely normal rack. skeletal in-
juries may justify a “mercy kill” as these 
bucks often appear to be in pain or poor 
condition and often compete poorly with 
other deer for food and other resources. 

personally, the word “cull buck” does 
not fit in my vocabulary because my 
definition of a “cull buck” requires a 
deer to reach at least 4.5 years-old. at 
4.5 years-old, bucks express up to 90% 
of their full antler growth potential, and 
at that age, does it matter what a buck 
is wearing on top of its head? for most 
hunters, a 4.5 year-old buck is con-
sidered a fine trophy regardless of its 
headgear.  Therefore, i believe the term
“cull buck” should be eliminated from 
the hunter vocabulary and replaced with 
a more appropriate term, like “trophy.”
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S
Things to Know about Deer Genetics

By Jim Stickles, Associate Wildlife Biologist®

 ome hunters argue that maintaining good genetics is a legitimate reason to kill small-antlered bucks. i suspect TV hunting
 shows have played a big role in making hunters believe that they can actually control or manipulate gene flow in a free rang-
ing deer herd. however, in a free ranging deer herd, there is NoThiNg a hunter can do to weed out “bad genetics.” if anyone 
tells you otherwise, promptly ask them for a shovel because you are about to receive a huge dose of bull crap. 

here are a few things hunters need to know about deer genetics and gene flow:

•	Half	the	genes	for	antler	genetics	come	from	the	female.	Since	there	is	no	way	to	tell	which	does	have	“bad	antler	genes,”	
it is nearly impossible to eliminate all animals with “bad antler genetics” from a wild herd.

•	Approximately	50-75%	of	whitetail	bucks	disperse	from	where	they	were	born	when	they	reach	1.0-1.5	years	of	age.	The	
average dispersal distance is about 4 to 6 miles, but 20+ mile dispersals are not uncommon, and dispersals of 40+ miles 
have been recorded. in essence, this means that any efforts to manage genetics of a herd are futile because the bucks born 
on a property will likely move somewhere else, and the bucks that reside on a property were likely born several miles away. 

•	If	a	buck	is	2.5	years	of	age	or	older,	he	has	likely	already	sired	fawns,	so	his	genes	may	already	be	in	the	system.

•	Research	has	shown	that	bucks	raised	in	areas	with	inadequate	nutrition	may	never	reach	the	same	antler	growth	potential	
as bucks raised in areas with excellent nutrition. in such cases, a lack of good nutrition is the reason a buck’s antlers may 
be small for its age, not a lack of “good genetics.” by giving deer good food, they may express their full potential. however, 
keep in mind that the bucks that reside on your property may have been raised on a property several miles away that did 
not have good food and they may have some “catching up” to do with regard to antler growth.

in summary, age, nutrition, and genetics dictate how big a buck’s rack can grow. we can easily let deer age by not pulling the 
trigger on young bucks, and we can give deer sufficient food to grow to their full potential. however, we cannot control breed-
ing activities and dispersal in a free ranging herd, meaning genetics is the factor that we have the least control over. Therefore, 
when managing a free ranging deer herd, genetics should be the last thing on anybody’s mind.
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 just want to share a great little story with you about a deer my
 kids named “puNKiN” (round rack) in 2011. 

we first saw punkin in Dec. 2011 at one of the properties where 
we use 20% pro antler feed and antler builder mineral for 
supplemental nutrition. from that point on we were able to get 
hundreds of pics of this deer as he grew up utilizing our feed and 
minerals. The thing about punkin was… after he reached four 
years old (last year 2012) he would very rarely show up on the 
property during daylight hours. This tendency became even worse 
as a fully mature 5 yr. old buck. we didn’t know if we would ever 
get a crack at him during daylight hours on this particular property.

our first snowfall and very cold temps in oklahoma hit during 
the recent firearms season. cold and snow usually means lots of 
deer activity at attractant sites so we were waiting for punkin to 
show up at several locations in the timber, but it was a no go. we 
actually waited for the first week and a half of firearms season and 
still no punkin….

on Dec. 4th, my oldest son put out 20 lbs of corn and sprayed 
it down with our new power spray attractant. haydn sprayed the 
attractant on all the trees and vegetation around the site knowing 
the strong smell of the spray in a new strategic location might 
just be the ticket. haydn had reviewed the wind direction for the 
next days’ forecast before setting the trap. That evening it got very 
cold with heavy snow falling, and as predicted, a strong wind was 
moving the smell of power spray directly into a heavy bedding 
area. around 3:30 that afternoon we noticed many deer showing 
up at haydn’s new power spray site, and then it happened – 
punkin showed up around 4:30 wanting his fair share.

my beautiful wife – that everyone loves to pieces! – made a great 
shot on her very first deer! she was able to harvest punkin at 100 
yards (in heavy timber i might add) with her new 308 savage. a 
perfect high shoulder shot and he was down. The rest is history. 
The 3-year saga is now complete and patricia has her first deer 
mount for her office!

i hope you enjoy the age and growth pics of punkin from 2011 to 
date. shown are pics of him as a 3-year-old in Dec. 2011, velvet 
pics of him in august 2012 when he was 4 yrs old and several 
2013 pics as a fully mature 5-yr-old buck. please keep in mind 
that the part of oklahoma where punkin was harvested does 
not have any agriculture or fertile soils. proudly we can report 
punkin’s harvested weight is well above average and his antler 
mass is considerably heavier than the local deer herd. The Nutra 
Deer supplemental feed and mineral program continues to work 
wonders on our deer. we see very noticeable gains in our deer 
every year now at this property. These gains were very minor in 
the past. we have also done some serious doe management and 
added a small pond to this property which helps the management 
process. This small property in Ne oK is never going to be iowa, 
Ks or il, but Nutra Deer is making a noticeable difference in a 
wild deer herd that needs supplemental nutrition. Nutra Deer can 
really help unlock the full genetic potential of wild deer. 

hope you enjoy the story. we are all very proud of patricia, Nutra 
Deer and this great white-tail buck.

PuNKIN By Jeff Williams, Owner & Developer of 
Nutra Deer Products

I

502 Industrial Road A • Grove, OK 74344

1-866-466-5738
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Canned Bear 

R.J. Gelatt

This poor guy looks absolutely embarrassed after pa 
game officers remove an old milk can from his head.
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